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“...synthetic cooperative
responses could be a major
advance for the field
of synthetic biology...”
costimulatory molecules. CARs have demonstrated therapeutic success, but they do
not form an ordered immunological synapse (14). It is therefore possible that reengineering a CAR to include multisubunit
cooperativity could enhance its function
and further its application in engineered
cell therapy (15). A modular framework
for constructing synthetic cooperative responses could be a major advance for the
field of synthetic biology, boosting the ability to dissect the requirements, constraints,
principles, and properties of cooperative
processes. j
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Overcoming quantum
decoherence with plasmonics
The use of nanoscale plasmonic metamaterials can
optimize photon-matter interactions
By Simeon I. Bogdanov, Alexandra
Boltasseva, and Vladimir M. Shalaev

P

hotons occupy a special place as carriers of quantum information because they propagate information at
the speed of light, with almost zero
cross-talk, and interact relatively
weakly with matter. They are primary
candidates for implementing quantum networks (1), which are essential for both secure communication and transmission of
quantum information. Nonclassical states
of light (such as squeezed states) are also
used in quantum simulation and emerging
quantum sensing approaches. However, the
robustness of photons as carriers of quantum information is a double-edged sword.
In order to produce single photons or make
them interact with each other, light must
couple with matter. Photonic technologies,
especially those implemented with nanoscale plasmonic metamaterials, can enable these interactions and help realize the
full potential of photons in quantum information technology.
Unlike the strong interactions of electrons in solids, the weak interactions of
photons with matter cause substantial difficulties in generating single photons and
performing quantum operations at practical rates, exacerbating the effect of propagation losses. For example, in satellite-based
quantum communication experiments (2),
the demonstrated secure data transfer rates
are in the kilohertz range or less. The probabilistic nature of linear optical quantum
gates and heralded single-photon sources
(pairs of correlated photons) (3) reduces the
rate of successful multiphoton operations
that are needed for most quantum information applications. Deterministic sources of
indistinguishable single photons can be realized with quantum emitters (4), but they
usually operate at low temperatures and
their intrinsic operation speed is dictated
by the spontaneous emission rate, which is
typically less than 1 GHz.
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Most photonic quantum technologies used
so far face these issues of slow operation and
require a targeted and strong enhancement
of light-matter interactions. Optical resonators achieve such an enhancement, proportionally to the ratio of the resonator’s quality
factor Q (a measure of the photon storage
time in the cavity) to the volume V in which
the light is confined. In traditional dielectric
photonic cavities (see the figure, left), Q can
be very large, but the degree to which V can
be reduced is restricted by the diffractionlimited volume VO. Moreover, additional
efforts to increase Q ultimately hinder highspeed performance (5).
In contrast, relatively low-Q plasmonic
metamaterials enhance light-matter coupling by using highly localized electromagnetic modes of metallic nanostructures (see
the figure, right). The performance improvement comes mainly from the nanoscale
confinement of light, which decreases V
by many orders of magnitude compared to
dielectric cavities. Relatively high radiative
losses of these low-Q plasmonic cavities enable broadband operation at much faster
speeds (6) than can be achieved with highQ dielectric resonators. Also, light-matter
interaction in such broadband and ultrafast
plasmonic cavities can be sped up so that
it outpaces fast quantum decoherence rates
in matter.
This plasmonic speed-up approach
strongly contrasts with the conventional pursuit of longer matter coherence time through
the use of low temperatures, low pressures,
and other ways of increasing and protecting the coherence. The plasmonics-based
strategy could enable, for example, a roomtemperature on-demand source of indistinguishable photons operating at terahertz
rates (7). Producing single indistinguishable photons at such high rates and at room
temperature would strongly expedite longdistance quantum communication with portable chip-scale devices. Despite a relatively
low Q, the light-confinement properties of
plasmonic cavities can drive them into the
strong coupling regime with single quantum
emitters (8, 9). This achievement is one of
the important steps needed for ultrafast and
deterministic multiphoton operations. Plassciencemag.org SCIENCE
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tion of thermodynamic equilibrium still
limits what is achievable. Greater sharpness can be achieved by expending energy to maintain the system away from
equilibrium (11). Furthermore, formation
of phase-separated superenhancers by cooperative interactions has been implicated
in transcriptional regulation (12). The ordered assembly of these components and
the contribution of cooperativity to gene
expression characteristics remain unclear.
Cells harness cooperativity in a variety
of contexts that extend beyond transcriptional control. One example is T cell activation, which depends on the cooperative
clustering of the T cell receptor with costimulatory molecules in an ordered immunological synapse (13). T cells can also
be synthetically activated with chimeric
antigen receptors (CARs), which are fusions of motifs from the T cell receptor and
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monic speed-up could also enforms may confer several
Plasmonic speed-up
able a single-shot readout of the
advantages over all-dielectric
Indistinguishable or “coherent” photons can be created with quantum emitters
electron spin in single diamond
photonic approaches. Among
as their electrons spontaneously transition from an excited state |el to a ground
color centers, which are viable
these is the operation at terastate |gl. Coherence requires that the spontaneous emission time tsp is shorter
candidates for implementing
hertz speeds and at room temthan tdeph, the dephasing time after which smooth oscillations are disrupted.
both quantum memories for
perature. Faster operation can
photons and quantum registers
also alleviate frequency misToward longer coherence
Toward faster operation
for spin-based quantum logic.
matches between components
Quantum networks require
that degrade performance.
not only the generation and
This property is particularly
|e8
|e8
manipulation of single photons
attractive for component scalbut also their detection with
ability, which may otherwise
|g8
|g8
high temporal resolution and
be hindered by quantum emitefficiency. Most currently used
ter inhomogeneity or fabricaintegrated single-photon detion uncertainties with such
tectors are based on superconnanostructures.
Plasmonic
tdeph
tdeph
ducting nanowires that require
materials can simultaneously
cryogenic cooling. However,
carry optical and electrical
as already shown in the midsignals. Thus, another imporPlasmonics
Cooling increases tdeph
infrared range, confinement
tant opportunity is the seamdecreases tsp
tsp
tsp
of light at scales much smaller
less incorporation of electronic
than its wavelength can markcontrols for carrier injection,
edly shrink electrical detector
electrical modulation, and tunvolumes, suppress dark current,
ing in compact devices with
and increase operation speed
length scales much shorter
(10). The same principle can
than the wavelength of light.
also be applied to conventional
In a more distant future, one
Dephasing
Dephasing
semiconductor single-photon
may expect a fully functional
events
event
detectors (which operate near
high-speed integrated platform
room temperature) to reduce
for quantum information proQuantum photonics with dielectrics
Quantum plasmonics
Coherence requires cooling the material so
The enhancement of the light-matter
device noise, timing uncercessing. Such a platform may
that tdeph > tsp for a given light-matter
interaction can shorten tsp to beat
tainty, and the dead time befeature deterministic quantum
interaction strength, typically limited to
tdeph and achieve coherence even for
tween detection events.
logic, with all components opgigahertz rates.
dephasing rates in the terahertz range.
Use of plasmonic components
erating at room temperature. It
often leads to ohmic losses that
remains to be shown, however,
limit device efficiency. However, losses
with a larger nanoantenna that enables the
whether integrated electronic components
in plasmonic devices can be minimized
ultrafast coupling to far-field modes (12). A
can support terahertz clock rates in devices
through several strategies. For example,
nanoantenna coupled to a plasmonic resonaor whether all-optical operation is possible.
the continuous development of new growth
tor can help match the impedance of smallThe progress in component miniaturizatechniques yields materials with much
wavelength plasmonic resonator modes to
tion and photonic integrated circuits may
lower losses relative to those typical of the
that of the far-field modes, thereby speeding
yield an answer to this question in the
earlier implementations of plasmonics. For
up the outcoupling rate and reducing detriyears to come. j
example, recently developed epitaxial silver
mental ohmic losses.
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